Combined Therapy with Transarterial Embolization Utilizing Radiopaque LUMI Beads and Percutaneous Microwave Ablation for Liver Tumors
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**Abstract**

Transarterial Embolization (TAE) and Microwave Ablation (MWA) are efficacious minimally invasive therapies for loco regional treatment of Hepato-Cellular Carcinoma (HCC) and Colorectal Liver Metastases (CRLM). Newer data suggest that combination therapy with TAE and MWA provides better tumor response and survival than with monotherapy alone, but further investigation is warranted. In addition, contrast agents such as Lipiodol are traditionally used during TAE to improve efficacy by allowing direct visualization of the completeness of the embolization. Newer radiopaque embolic beads, LC LUMI beads, are now available in the United States but have not yet been studied. We aim to discuss two cases performing combined TAE/MWA using LC LUMI beads for the treatment of HCC and CRLM. Compared to lipiodol alone, LC LUMI beads cause a larger degree of ischemic necrosis via particle embolization, thus resulting in a higher potential for complete response and successful thermal ablation.
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**Introduction**

Transarterial embolization (TAE) and thermal ablation are effective minimally invasive techniques for locoregional treatment of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and colorectal liver metastases (CRLM). HCC is the fifth most common tumor worldwide and third most common cause of tumor-related death. Surgery is the treatment of choice but <30% of patients with HCC qualify for surgical resection for various reasons including tumor location, stage of disease, poor liver functional reserve, or high operative risk [1]. In addition, colorectal cancer is the third leading cause of cancer death in the world and 50% of patients with colorectal cancer will develop liver metastases. Surgical resection is the only curative therapy, however only 10-15% of patients with CRLM are suitable for curative resection. The median survival time for untreated CRLM is 6.9 months [2].

Available regional treatment strategies for HCC and CRLM include TAE and local thermal ablation which include microwave ablation (MWA) and radiofrequency ablation (RFA). Compared to RFA, MWA has a shorter procedure time, wider ablation area, higher ablation rate, and a lower heat sink effect, so it is often preferred [2]. Some studies have demonstrated better outcomes and increased flexibility with microwave ablation over RFA. A recent study phase 2 clinical trial in LANCET concluded no significant difference between the efficacy of RFA and MWA for HCC lesions 4 cm or smaller [3].

In terms of HCC ablation achieves complete responses in >80% of tumors <3 cm in diameter. However, the complete response rate is only 50% in tumors 3-5 cm and ablation is not recommended for tumors >5 cm. Since HCC is a hypervascular tumor and it receives most of its blood supply from the hepatic artery, TAE will embolize the arteries that supply the tumor and cause tumor necrosis. However, many HCC tumors, especially those >5 cm in diameter, receive blood from both the hepatic artery and the portal vein, and despite multiple embolization procedures tumor necrosis may still be incomplete [1].

TAE or MWA alone may not be a sufficient treatment for unresectable HCC or CRLM. As mentioned, TAE is not effective for tumors with a poor blood supply and MWA may not lead to complete necrosis if the induced area of necrosis is small. TAE has the advantage of reducing the local blood supply to the tumor, thus resulting in tissue necrosis and inflammatory edema. Therefore, it can decrease the cooling effect of blood flow on the heating action of microwaves, which will thus enhance the coagulation action of microwaves. Newer studies have shown that MWA combined with TAE provides better tumor response and overall survival rates in patients with small hepatocellular carcinomas, without severe complications [4]. Several clinical studies have examined combined arterial embolization with thermal ablation and shown better overall survival (OS) and less disease progression compared to monotherapy alone [5-8].

In addition, TAE procedural efficacy can be enhanced with the use of contrast mediums, which are used to directly visualize the embolic material in order to assess the completeness of the target tissue embolization, which improves efficacy. Traditionally Lipiodol has been used for embolization procedures because it combines three specific characteristics: drug delivery, embolization, and radiopacity [9]. Newer radiopaque beads provide additional procedural accuracy by improving the visualization of target and non-target embolization compared to soluble contrast medium alone because the beads can be directly visualized in real-time. Many newer imageable beads have not gained clinical adoption. While Lipiodol has traditionally been used, LC LUMI beads are the first commercially available radiopaque embolic bead in the United States and lack extensive clinical studies [10]. Furthermore, compared to lipiodol alone, transarterial particle embolization bringing tumor vessels to stasis allows for the possibility of a more effective response and higher potential for complete response by causing a larger degree of ischemic...
necrosis which in turn allows for a more efficacious thermal ablation [11]. We aim to discuss our experience performing TAE with LC LUMI beads combined with percutaneous MWA for the treatment of HCC and CRLM at our institution.

Case Series

Ethical considerations

The study was granted IRB exemption and was in accordance with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki.

Case 1

A 59-year-old male with past medical history of hepatitis C, cirrhosis, and HCC and underwent a left hepatectomy. The patient subsequently had no evidence of recurrent disease until 4 years later at which time he was found to have a new 2 cm HCC in the right hepatic lobe. He underwent a two-step staged procedure involving hepatic arterial embolization with radio-opaque particles (LUMI beads) followed by microwave ablation. Both procedures were successful without any complications. Imaging available at 3 months post-procedure demonstrated no evidence of intratumoral enhancement within the zone of ablation (Figures 1-5).

Case 2

A 67-year-old female with a T3N1M1 cecal invasive adenocarcinoma with metastatic spread to the liver. The patient underwent a right hemicolectomy and ileocolic anastomosis. The mass in the right hepatic lobe measured 5 cm and was biopsy proven metastatic colorectal cancer. The patient underwent LUMI bead embolization of the right hepatic artery posterior segment branches supplying the tumor. The patient subsequently underwent microwave ablation of the segment VI lesion. Follow up scans performed at 2, 4, 7 and 9 months post ablation show progressively decreased tumor size with no nodular enhancement or evidence of viable tumor in the previously ablated area (Figures 6-8).

Discussion

Recent studies have reported good rates of success treating both HCC and CRLM with TAE combined with MWA. In a study by Yang et al. 41 small HCC nodules were treated with TAE followed by microwave ablation. Complete tumor necrosis was observed in 34 cases and all patients were alive at the end of the follow-up period (6-31 months) [4]. In a study by Wu et al. 43 CRLM were treated with a complete ablation rate of 81.4% with complete response achieved in 26.7% of cases and partial response in 56.7%. Progression-free survival and overall survival were 5.0 months and 11.0 months respectively [2]. In a study limited to lesions smaller than 3 cm, Yang et al. showed a 100% 1-year survival rate and a 5% local recurrence rate in patients treated with TACE-MWA [4]. Tanaka et al. also were able to show near 100% complete response rates after combination TACE-MWA, albeit again for lesions <3 cm.
In a study done by Smolock et al. comparing TACE monotherapy to combination TACE-MW A for local control of 3-5 cm HCC it was demonstrated that TACE-MW A trended toward both a lower rate of local tumor progression (22.3 months vs. 4.2 months) and a higher complete response rate (65.2% vs. 37.5%) [10].

Furthermore, Maluccio et al. compared survival rates after bland arterial embolization and ablation vs. surgical resection for treating solitary HCC up to 7 cm after a median follow-up of 23 months and showed no statistical difference in overall survival rates. The 1-, 3- and 5-year actuarial overall survival rates were 97%, 77%, and 56% for the embolization/ablation group and 82%, 70%, and 58% for the surgical group [12]. They later followed these patients over a median of 134 months and confirmed their initial findings that there was no difference in survival among patients with solitary HCC treated with resection vs. combined embo-ablation suggesting that there may be a greater role for primary embo-ablation in the treatment of potentially respectable solitary HCC [13].

Theoretically better results can be obtained with the use of contrast mediums during TAE. Lipiodol, an iodinated ethyl ester of poppy seed oil, traditionally has been used as an embolic agent and as a vehicle for carrying chemotherapeutic agents that contains 38% iodine by weight [14]. Normally, hepatocytes can remove Lipiodol in 7 days; however HCC retains it for weeks. Since it is a radiopaque substance it can be visualized on post treatment computed tomography (CT) scans in the target lesion [15]. Treatment with Lipiodol is two-fold: it has a tumor necrosis effect by embolization and helps target the lesion during subsequent ablation procedures [16].

LC LUMI beads are new radiopaque embolic bead, which contain iodine and can be visualized by X-ray, fluoroscopy, and CT scans. They are non-resorbable microspheres with calibrated size ranges. LC LUMI beads stain the tumor and blood vessels supplying the tumor, causing embolization/occlusion. After the vessels recanalize they stay radiopaque. The added benefit of the beads is that visualization of the beads during an embolization procedure enables real-time visible confirmation of bead location. This allows the operator to see precisely where the beads need to be delivered during the procedure and allows real time adjustments/better precision of delivery into the tumor, determination of embolization endpoint, and recognition of regions of undertreatment. Visualizing circumferential uptake within the tumor helps exclude any additional feeding vessels and increases the potential for a complete response. The beads remain visible on follow-up scans, which help improve efficacy of subsequent ablation procedures [17].

An additional benefit of LC LUMI beads is that the small size of the particles allows for good tumor penetration and thus better ischemic necrosis. The beads come in sizes ranging from 70-150 µm and 100-300 µm [18]. On the other hand, Lipiodol is not designed to achieve complete and permanent arterial occlusion unless loaded with chemotherapy, as it eventually washes out from the target organ/ area [19]. Transarterial particle embolization to stasis causes a more robust ischemic necrosis which subsequently primes the tumor and surrounding tissues for a more efficacious response to thermal ablation resulting in larger ablation zones and a greater likelihood of achieving a complete response [11].

Conclusion

Our experience with combined TAE/MWA using LC LUMI beads for the treatment of HCC and CRLM demonstrates good response without evidence of tumor recurrence. We experienced better ease of operation by being able to control the embolization particles and more precise target appearance on follow-up ablation. We suspect that this contributed to the good response our patients experienced.

No studies to this date have investigated the results of combined TAE using LC LUMI beads with MWA. Currently clinical trials are being conducted by the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center: LC Bead LUMI Radio-Opaque Embolic Beads to Detect and Characterize the Vascularity of Hepatic Tumors during Treatment with Transarterial Embolization (TAE) Alone or Combined with Thermal Ablation. Further randomized control studies are necessary to validate efficacy and comparison should be made with other contrast mediums such as Lipiodol.
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